
1. Introduction
The melt castable explosive Composition B (Comp-B) is

nominally composed of 63/36/1 RDX/TNT/wax by
weight and has been used in various warheads and
demolition charges. Comp-B does not always pass slow
and fast cookoff insensitive munitions tests１）.
Consequently, the response of Comp-B to accidental fires
is important for safety considerations. Melting TNT, RDX
dissolution in hot liquid TNT, decomposition gas bubble
formation, and bubbly flow complicate the cookoff
response of Comp-B.
Prior modeling has focused on thermal and chemistry

effects with little regard to flow. For example, Zerkle２）
presented a decomposition model of Comp-B by combining
separate TNT and RDX mechanisms. The predicted
ignition times for Comp-B were higher than the measured
ignition times. Zerkle suggested that dissolution of RDX
into molten TNT effectively reduces the activation
barrier, causing the mixture to ignite sooner.
More recently, Hobbs et al.３）predicted cookoff of Comp-

B using a single-phase flow model by assuming the Comp-
B, gas products, and condensed products move at the
same velocity. An effective capacitance method was used

to model the TNT phase change and RDX dissolution.
Predicted ignition times for Sandia’s Instrumented
Thermal Ignition (SITI) experiments matched measured
ignition times for confined experiments, but predictions
for vented experiments were not adequate. McClelland et
al.４） also modeled cookoff of Comp-B in the One-
Dimensional Time-to-eXplosion (ODTX) experiment５）
with limited success.
In previous work,３） we found that flow effects were

different from our Boussinesq flow predictions. We have
investigated this model and data discrepancy using a
camera (boroscope) to take in situ videos of Comp-B
decomposition within our SITI experiments. We have
formulated a simple Comp-B model based on these
observations to describe cookoff of Comp-B in both sealed
and vented experiments.

2. Experimental
The purpose of our experiments is to determine the

effect of 1) pressure and 2) venting on decomposition of
Comb-B leading to cookoff. In the current paper, we have
used our own experiments (SITI) in several configurations
to investigate both venting effects and pressure effects.
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For the venting effects, we allowed the decomposition
gases to leave the confining aluminum apparatus. For the
pressure effect we changed the free volume or headspace
within the confining apparatus to investigate
decomposition at different pressure levels. To validate our
results, we have also looked at sealed experiments
(ODTX) in a different geometry performed by others at a
different laboratory.

2.1 SITI Experiments
Figure 1. A shows a schematic of a SITI experiment

with a large headspace volume and a camera (boroscope).
The thermocouple junctions are located in the center of
the 0.0254m diameter by 0.0254m tall cylinder of Comp-B

as shown in Figure 1. B. Figure 1. C shows the nominal
SITI schematic with a smaller headspace designed to
accommodate thermal expansion of the Comp-B. The
smaller headspace SITI is simulated in the current work
with the finite element mesh shown in Figure 1. D. The
outside temperature of the confining aluminum cylinders
is typically ramped from room temperature to a set point
temperature in 10minutes. Pressure is measured with a
tube connected to a pressure transducer.

2.2 ODTX Experiments
A 0.0127m diameter sphere of Comp-B is confined

between two 0.0762m diameter aluminum cylinders with
a hemisphere machined into both cylinders to

Figure１ A) SITI with large headspace to accommodate a boroscope, B) Cross-section of Comp-B in SITI apparatus showing
thermocouple locations, C) SITI with small headspace, D) SITI mesh, and E) ODTX mesh.
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accommodate the explosive. A copper ring is plastically
deformed in a groove that is machined into the anvils near
the explosive edge. The cylinders are heated to a
prescribed temperature, giving a constant temperature
boundary condition for the one-dimensional experiment.
McGuire and Tarver５） give more detail regarding the
ODTX experiments. The mesh used to simulate the
ODTX experiments is shown in Figure 1. E. The axes of
symmetry labeled in Figure 1. D and 1. E are used to
simplify the computational models.

2.3 Results
Figure 2 shows a comparison of temperatures and

pressures measured for two sealed SITI experiments : 1)
experiment #372 with a small headspace volume and 2)
experiment #373 with a large headspace volume. The
headspace and tubing volumes for #372 and #373 are
���������m３ and ���������m３, respectively. For
experiment #372 the top headspace is similar to the
bottom headspace. However, for experiment #373, the top
headspace is significantly larger than the bottom
headspace. In Figure 2, the temperatures are plotted as
solid lines, the pressures are plotted as dashed lines, and
the boundary temperature is plotted as a dash dot line. All
nine thermocouple locations, which were shown in Figure
1. B, are plotted in Figure 2. A, but for clarity only the
center temperatures measured with thermocouple #1 and
the aluminum boundary temperatures are plotted in
Figure 2. B. The TNT melt, which starts about 354 K, is
annotated in Figure 2. A.
Figures 2. A and 2. B both show that the center

temperature reached the outside boundary temperature
more quickly in experiment #373 with the larger
headspace of 20 cm３ than in experiment #372 with the
smaller headspace of 3 cm３. The pressure in experiment #
373 is also less than the pressure in experiment #372 due
to the larger headspace. We hypothesize that the lower
pressure in experiment #373 was more favorable for
bubble formation leading to bubbly flow with increased

heat transfer and a correspondingly longer ignition time.
The ignition time for #372 and #373 was 1730 s and 1830 s,
respectively.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of temperatures for two

SITI experiments with large headspace volumes : 1)
vented experiment #370 and 2) sealed experiment #373).
Figure 3 also shows boroscope pictures from #370 and #
373. The larger white spots in these images may be caused
by reflected light from the boroscope. The measured
pressure from #373 is also plotted in Figure 3. A.
Figure 3. A shows that the temperature increases to the

temperature of the aluminum container more quickly for
vented experiment #370 than for sealed experiment #373.
Similar to the observation made with Figure 2, we
postulate that the faster rise in temperature is due to
better mixing for the lower pressure vented experiment.
The hypothesis is supported by the boroscope images in
Figure 3. C and D, which show less bubble formation in the
sealed #373 than in the vented #370.
Observations from these new SITI experiment are that

1)increased pressure diminishes bubble formation and
mixing, 2) pressure has a small effect on the ignition
chemistry for confined experiments, and 3) venting has a
large effect on convective heat transfer and subsequent
ignition times. Pressure suppresses the two-phase flow
while venting causes rapid movement with significant
bubble formation.

3. Engineering Model
Pressure has a minor effect on decomposition chemistry as

shown in Figure 2 but plays a major role in flow behavior as
shown in Figure 3. Such results indicate that flow is 1)
subdued in small-scale sealed experiments such as the
ODTX and SITI experiments and 2) enhanced by rapid
bubble formation in the vented or SITI experiments with
significant headspace. These observations suggest a few
model simplifications : 1) sealed cases can be run assuming
no flow, and 2) vented cases can be run with enhanced
heat transfer approaching a zero-dimensional, well-stirred

Figure２ Detailed temperature and pressure plots for #372 and #373. A) Plot showing all measured temperatures B) plots
showing center and boundary temperatures.
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mixing model.
We model thermal ignition of Comp-B by solving the

conductive energy equation using a volumetric source for
chemical reactions.

����
��
��
�������������	
�. (1)

In Equation (1), ��, ��,�,�, �,�, ���	, and 
� represent
the bulk density, bulk specific heat, temperature, time,
thermal conductivity, reaction rate, reaction enthalpy, and
molecular weight, respectively. The density of Comp-B in
the SITI reactions was 1707kg ·m－３. The pellets were
assumed to thermally expand and fill the gap shown in
Figure 1. C giving an average bulk density of 1650kg·m－３.
The density of the Comp-B in the ODTX experiments was
1630kg·m－３.
The baseline specific heat was taken from McGuire and

Tarver５）by taking a weighted average of the RDX and
TNT specific heats, �� [J · kg－１K－１]��������� [K] +
413.15. An effective capacitance method was used to
account for the latent enthalpy for the TNT (32
J · gComp-B－１) and RDX (89 J · gComp-B－１).３） The latent
enthalpy for the TNT was distributed with a triangular
distribution between 346.15 K (73οC) and 362.15 K (89οC)
with the effective capacitance being 5240 J · kg－１K－１ at
354.15 K (81οC), the TNT melting point. The spread of the
distribution for the TNT melt was chosen to best match
SITI data. The latent enthalpy for the RDX was

distributed with a triangular distribution between 470.65
K (197.5οC) and (480.65 K) 207.5οC with the effective
capacitance being 19,200 J · kg－１K－１at 475.65 (202.5οC), the
RDX melting point. The spread for the RDX melt was
chosen based on DSC data.
The thermal conductivity was assumed to be 0.20

W · m－１K－１ for temperatures less than 364.15 K (73οC),
0.15 W · m－１K－１ for temperatures greater than 362.15 K
(89οC), and linearly interpolated between these two values.
We have specified a higher thermal conductivity for
unconfined SITI experiments that have significant two-
phase flow effects. For these unconfined SITI
experiments, the thermal conductivity was set to 1.5
W · m－１K－１ when temperatures exceeded 445 K
(171.85οC).
There are many reaction pathways leading to ignition of

Comp-B, however, identifying and parameterizing each
reaction is beyond the scope of the current work. Instead,
we assume the a single exothermic reaction (���	�
�������	
J · kg－１)

���	����
��������

���	������	�����	�������	�����

�	�	��������� (2)

or

����-����	���������������. (3)

The non-Arrhenius reaction rate, �[s－１], is assumed to
have the following form :

Figure３ Temperature, pressure and boroscope images from #370 and #373. Plots in A and B use different axis. Boroscope images
are from C) #373 and D) #370.
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where �, �, ����, �, �����, and [Comp-B] are the pre-
exponential factor, ln A = 30 [ln (s－１m３ kg－１] ; liquid rate
multiplier ; normalized activation energy, 17860 K－１ ;
distribution parameter, normalized standard deviation of
the activation energy, -500 K－１ and molar composition of
Comp-B [kmol·m－３]. The liquid rate multiplier, �, is 1
before RDX melts and 30 after RDX melts. More
specifically, the value of �is 1 ; while temperature is less
than 190οC, increases linearly from 1 to 30 between 190οC
and 205οC, and is 30 when the temperature is greater than
205οC. The range of the liquid rate multiplier is slightly
different than the melting point range (197.5οC to 207.5οC)
discussed earlier in this paper. The acceleration range
may be different than the melting range because of RDX
dissolution that may also accelerate the rate. We have
chosen this range to best match ignition data.

The distributed activation energy model is implemented
by using the normsinv function, which is the inverse of the
standard normal distribution function. The normsinv
function is a standard function in many common
spreadsheet programs. The distribution is based on the
progress of the reaction, defined as the normalized
concentration of Comp-B (e.g. �� [Comp-B]/[Comp-B]o) ;
thus, �� normsinv (�). The negative value of �� causes
the decomposition reaction to accelerate with the extent of
reaction.
In Equation (3), the molecular weight of the Comp-B,

gas, and carbon are 100g·mol－１, 28g·mol－１, and 12g·mol－１
respectively. The rate of change of these species can be
found from the following equations :

�������	

��
���, ��
��	

��
�����,

and ��	
���	
��

�����. (5)

Figure４ Measured and predicted temperatures from SITI experiment A) #72 using the flow model from reference3, B) #72
without flow model, C) #70 using flow model from reference3, and D) #70 without using flow model.
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4. Discussion
Figure 4. A shows a simulation of sealed SITI

experiment #72 from reference 3 using Boussinesq flow.
Figure 4. B shows the same experiment using the model
from the current paper without flow. The external
aluminum temperature was ramped from room
temperature to 172.3οC in about 10minutes and then the
temperature was held at the set point temperature until
ignition at 5570 s. The predicted temperatures from the
model without flow matches the internal thermocouples
better than the model with flow.
Figure 4. C shows a simulation of vented SITI

experiment #70 from reference 3 using Boussinesq flow.
Figure 4. D shows the same experiment using the model
from the current work. The external aluminum
temperature was ramped from room temperature to
180.4οC in about 12minutes and then the temperature was
held at the set point temperature until ignition at 11900 s.
Despite a higher boundary temperature than #72, the
ignition time for #70 was much longer due to the
enhanced heat transfer caused by rapid two-phase bubbly
flow behavior. Increasing the heat transfer coefficient by a
factor of ten mimicked this effect.
Figure 5 shows the measured and predicted ignition

times for various ODTX and SITI experiments. Figure 5.
A emphasizes the ODTX experiments and Figure 5. B
emphasizes the SITI experiments. The boundary
condition for the ODTX experiments is a constant
temperature boundary condition. This temperature is
obtained by heating the aluminum anvils up to a given set
point temperature and then at the start of the experiment,
hydraulically closing the anvils. These experiments are
sealed by deforming a copper gasket around a knife-edge
groove near the outer edge of the Comp-B. The pressure
inside of the ODTX experiment can get as high as
������� Pa (22,000 psi), which should inhibit bubble

formation and two-phase flow. The model from the current
work without flow matches the experimental ignition
times adequately.
Figure 5 also shows both confined and unconfined SITI

ignition times. The SITI apparatus is wrapped with heat
tape, which is used to ramp the temperature of the
external aluminum from ambient conditions to a set point
temperature in about 10minutes ; and then, the external
aluminum temperature is held at the set point
temperature until ignition. The sealed experiments can
get up to������Pa (2,000 psi), which also inhibits bubble
formation and two phase induced flow. The model is not as
good at matching ignition times for the sealed SITI
experiments as matching ignition times for the ODTX
experiments. Perhaps the lower pressure causes some
flow effects, which should be included in future modeling
efforts.
Flow effects may become more significant as pressure

decreases. The vented SITI experiment does not inhibit
bubble formation and the thermally degraded Comp-B
becomes well stirred. In the limit, this might be modeled as
a zero-dimensional single temperature material or as
material with a high thermal conductivity at temperatures
where flow is expected to be vigorous. In the current
work, we chose to increase the thermal conductivity of the
Comp-B by a factor of 10 when temperatures exceed
167οC to mimic the increased heat transfer due to the
bubbly flow.

5. Conclusions
Previous researchers,２），４） including our laboratory,３）

have concluded that flow plays a major role in the cookoff
of Comp-B, which is a melt-castable explosive. However,
we have shown in the current work that flow plays a
minor role in sealed experiments such as the ODTX
experiments where pressures can get as high as�������

Figure５ Time to ignition for ODTX,５）sealed SITI, and vented SITI. A) Plot emphasizing A) ODTX and B) SITI experiments.
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Pa. We have also shown pictures in both a sealed and a
vented cookoff experiment showing bubble formation
being inhibited as pressure increases. When the
experiments are vented, bubble formation causes rapid
bubble-induced flow resulting in increased heat transfer
and delayed ignition.
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